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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method and gaming terminal for playing a Wagering game. 
The method includes conducting the Wagering game at a 
gaming terminal. A plurality of player-selectable game ele 
ments are displayed, such that the game elements are divided 
into a plurality of types. A player selects at least one of the 
game elements and a predetermined aWard amount is then 
revealed. If the player selects an aWard-all-of-type element, 
then all of the game elements associated With that particular 
type are revealed. The player then receives a Wagering game 
payoff based on the selection. 
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WAGERING GAME WITH AWARD FEATURE FOR 
SUBSETS OF GAME OUTCOMES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to gaming 
terminals for playing a Wagering game and, more particularly, 
to a gaming terminal having a feature for aWarding all out 
comes of a particular type. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Gaming machines, such as slot machines, video 
poker machines, and the like, have been a cornerstone of the 
gaming industry for several years. Generally, the popularity 
of such machines With players is dependent on the likelihood 
(or perceived likelihood) of Winning money at the machine 
and the intrinsic entertainment value of the machine relative 
to other available gaming options. Where the available gam 
ing options include a number of competing machines and the 
expectation of Winning each machine is roughly the same (or 
believed to be the same), players are most likely to be 
attracted to the most entertaining and exciting of the 
machines. 

[0003] Consequently, shreWd operators strive to employ 
the most entertaining and exciting machines available 
because such machines attract frequent play and, hence, 
increase pro?tability to the operator. In the competitive gam 
ing machine industry, there is a continuing need for gaming 
machine manufacturers to produce neW types of games, or 
enhancements to existing games, Which Will attract frequent 
play by enhancing the entertainment value and excitement 
associated With the game. 

[0004] One concept that has been employed is the use of a 
progressive jackpot. In the gaming industry, a “progressive” 
involves collecting coin-in data from participating gaming 
device(s) (e.g., slot machines), contributing a percentage of 
that coin-in data to a jackpot amount, and aWarding that 
jackpot amount to a player upon the occurrence of a certain 
jackpot-Won event. The percentage of the coin-in is deter 
mined prior to any result being achieved and is independent of 
any result. A jackpot-Won event typically occurs When a “pro 
gressive Winning position” is achieved at a participating gam 
ing device. If the gaming device is a slot machine, a progres 
sive Winning position may, for example, correspond to 
alignment of progressive jackpot reel symbols along a certain 
payline. The initial progressive jackpot is a predetermined 
minimum amount. That jackpot amount, hoWever, progres 
sively increases as players continue to play the gaming 
machine Without Winning the jackpot. Further, When several 
gaming machines are linked together such that several players 
at several gaming machines compete for the same jackpot, the 
jackpot progressively increases at a much faster rate, Which 
leads to further player excitement. 

[0005] Another concept that has been successfully 
employed to enhance the entertainment value of a game is that 
of a “bonus” game Which may be played in conjunction With 
a “basic” game. The bonus game may comprise any type of 
game, either similar to or completely different from the basic 
game, and is entered upon the occurrence of a selected event 
or outcome of the basic game. Such a bonus game produces a 
signi?cantly higher level of player excitement than the basic 
game because it provides a greater expectation of Winning 
than the basic game. 
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[0006] In some current bonus games, the player is either 
aWarded a set number of picks. Players can become bored 
With this type of game because the player can only Win a 
percentage of the total bonus amount. Also, every pick is only 
Worth its face value. 

[0007] At least one bonus game has been developed to 
overcome these obstacles. In this game there is a multiple 
level bonus game and a player can select a set number of 
bonus items on a particular level. At least one of the choices 
on each level alloWs the player to Win all of the bonus items on 
a particular level. Also, there is a bonus item that alloWs the 
player to move betWeen the various levels. HoWever, this 
game does not differentiate bonus items by type and does not 
alloW players to Win all of the bonus items associated With a 
particular type. 

[0008] Thus, there is a need to alloW a player to Win all of 
the bonus items associated With a particular type in order to 
generate player excitement. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The present invention solves the aforementioned 
problems by creating a Wagering game that alloWs a player to 
Win all of a certain type of element upon selecting an 
“AWARD ALL” of type symbol. 

[0010] The present invention involves a method of playing 
a Wagering game. The Wagering game alloWs a player to 
conduct a Wagering game at a gaming terminal. A plurality of 
player-selectable game elements are displayed. These plural 
ity of player-selectable game elements are divided into a 
plurality of types. At least one of the plurality of player 
selectable game elements are selected via player inputs and a 
predetermined aWard amount of the selected player-select 
able game elements is revealed. If the player should select an 
“AWARD ALL” of type element associated With a particular 
type, then all of the player-selectable elements associated 
With that particular type of the plurality of types is revealed 
and the player is aWarded a Wagering game payoff based upon 
the selection. 

[0011] In another aspect of the present invention, a method 
of playing a Wagering game is provided. In this embodiment, 
a Wagering game is conducted at a gaming terminal and a 
plurality of player-selectable objects is displayed. The player 
selectable elements are associated With a plurality of indicia 
during the Wagering game and are divided into a plurality of 
types. Via player inputs, a number of the plurality of player 
selectable elements are selected. The selected indicia and its 
associated types are then revealed. In response to the selected 
indicia containing a type-aWard indicia, then all of the indicia 
corresponding to that particular type are revealed. The Wager 
ing game then aWards a payoff that is based on the revealing. 

[0012] Another embodiment of this invention is for a gam 
ing terminal that includes a Wagering game having a plurality 
of player-selectable game elements. Each of the plurality of 
player-selectable game elements is hiding one of plurality of 
indicia. The gaming terminal displays the plurality of player 
selectable game elements, and the associated indicia are 
revealed after a player selection. In response to the associated 
indicia including an aWard-all-of-like-indicia symbol, all of 
the player-selectable game elements of the same indicia are 
revealed. 

[0013] In yet another embodiment of the present invention, 
there is a gaming system that includes at least one display and 
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at least one gaming terminal for playing a Wagering game. 
The gaming system also includes a controller coupled to the 
at least one gaming terminal and the at least one display. The 
controller can cause the display to display a plurality of 
player-selectable game elements, such that the plurality of 
player-selectable game elements initially hiding a plurality of 
indicia. The controller can also cause the display to reveal the 
indicia of selected game elements and all of the game-select 
able elements of a particular indicia in response to a selection 
of an aWard-all-of-like-indicia. 

[0014] In another aspect of the present invention, a gaming 
terminal for playing a Wagering game having a basic game 
and a bonus game includes an input device for receiving 
inputs from a player during the Wagering game, the inputs 
including a Wager amount. The gaming terminal also includes 
a display for displaying a randomly selected outcome of the 
Wagering game in response to receiving the Wager amount 
from the player. A controller is also included as part of the 
gaming terminal. In response to the bonus game being trig 
gered, the controller causes the display to display a plurality 
of player-selectable game elements, the player-selectable 
game elements divided into a plurality of types, and for the 
display to reveal the selected game elements. If an “AWARD 
ALL” of a particular type element is selected, the controller 
then causes the display to reveal all of the player-selectable 
game elements of a particular type. 

[0015] The above summary of the present invention is not 
intended to represent each embodiment or every aspect of the 
present invention. The detailed description and Figures Will 
describe many of the embodiments and aspects of the present 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] The foregoing and other advantages of the invention 
Will become apparent upon reading the folloWing detailed 
description and upon reference to the draWings. 

[0017] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a video gaming 
terminal according to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

[0018] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the gaming terminal of 
FIG. 1. 

[0019] FIG. 3 illustrates a main display of the gaming ter 
minal of FIG. 1. 

[0020] FIG. 4 illustrates an initial bonus game screen of the 
gaming terminal of FIG. 1. 

[0021] FIG. 5 illustrates another bonus game screen of the 
gaming terminal of FIG. 1. 

[0022] FIG. 6 illustrates another bonus game screen of the 
gaming terminal of FIG. 1. 

[0023] FIG. 7 is a How chart describing the method of 
operation according to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

[0024] While the invention is susceptible to various modi 
?cations and alternative forms, speci?c embodiments have 
been shoWn by Way of example in the draWings and Will be 
described in detail herein. It should be understood, hoWever, 
that the invention is not intended to be limited to the particular 
forms disclosed. Rather, the invention is to cover all modi? 
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cations, equivalents, and alternatives falling Within the spirit 
and scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended claims. 

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0025] FIG. 1 shoWs a perspective vieW of a typical gaming 
terminal 10 used by gaming establishments, such as casinos. 
With regard to the present invention, the gaming terminal 10 
may be any type of gaming terminal and may have varying 
structures and methods of operation. For example, the gaming 
terminal 1 0 may be a mechanical gaming terminal con?gured 
to play mechanical slots, or it may be an electromechanical or 
electrical gaming terminal con?gured to play video slots or a 
video casino game, such as blackjack, slots, keno, poker, etc. 

[0026] As shoWn, the gaming terminal 10 includes input 
devices, such as a Wager acceptor 16 (shoWn as a card Wager 
acceptor 16a and a cash Wager accepter 16b), a touch screen 
21, a push-button panel 22, and an information reader 24. For 
outputs, the gaming terminal 10 includes a payout mechanism 
23, a main display 26 for displaying information about the 
basic Wagering game, and a secondary display 27 that may 
display an electronic version of a pay table, and/ or also pos 
sibly game-related information or other entertainment fea 
tures. While these typical components found in the gaming 
terminal 10 are described beloW, it should be understood that 
numerous other elements may exist and may be used in any 
number of combinations to create various forms of a gaming 
terminal. 

[0027] The Wager acceptor 16 may be provided in many 
forms, individually or in combination. The cash Wager accep 
tor 1611 may include a coin slot acceptor or a note acceptor to 
input value to the gaming terminal 10. The card Wager accep 
tor 16b may include a card-reading device for reading a card 
that has a recorded monetary value With Which it is associated. 
The card Wager acceptor 16b may also receive a card that 
authoriZes access to a central account, Which can transfer 
money to the gaming terminal 10. 

[0028] Also included is the payout mechanism 23, Which 
performs the reverse functions of the Wager acceptor. For 
example, the payout mechanism 23 may include a coin dis 
penser or a note dispenser to output value from gaming ter 
minal 10. Also, the payout mechanism 23 may also be adapted 
to receive a card that authoriZes the gaming terminal to trans 
fer credits from the gaming terminal 10 to a central account. 

[0029] The push button panel 22 is typically offered, in 
addition to the touch screen 21, to provide players With an 
option on hoW to make their game selections. Alternatively, 
the push button panel 22 provides inputs for one aspect of 
operating the game, While the touch screen 21 alloWs for 
inputs needed for another aspect of operating the game. 

[0030] The outcome of the basic Wagering game is dis 
played to the player on the main display 26. The main display 
26 may take the form of a cathode ray tube (CRT), a high 
resolution LCD, a plasma display, LED, or any other type of 
video display suitable for use in the gaming terminal 10. As 
shoWn, the main display 26 includes the touch screen 21 
overlaying the entire monitor (or a portion thereof) to alloW 
players to make game-related selections. Alternatively, the 
gaming terminal 1 0 may have a number of mechanical reels to 
display the game outcome, as Well. 

[0031] In some embodiments, the information reader 24 is 
a card reader that alloWs for identi?cation of a player by 
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reading a card With information indicating his or her true 
identity. Currently, identi?cation is used by casinos for 
rewarding certain players With complimentary services or 
special offers. For example, a player may be enrolled in the 
gaming establishment’s players’ club and may be aWarded 
certain complimentary services as that player collects points 
in his or her player-tracking account. The player inserts his or 
her card into the player-identi?cation card reader 24, Which 
alloWs the casino’ s computers to register that player’s Wager 
ing at the gaming terminal 10. The information reader 24 may 
also include a keypad (not shoWn) for entering a personal 
identi?cation number (PIN). The gaming terminal 10 may 
require that the player enter their PIN prior to obtaining 
information. The gaming terminal 10 may use the secondary 
display 27 for providing the player With information about his 
or her account or other player-speci?c information. Also, in 
some embodiments, the information reader 24 may be used to 
restore assets that the player achieved during a previous game 
session and had saved. 

[0032] As shoWn in FIG. 2, the various components of the 
gaming terminal 10 are controlled by a central processing unit 
(CPU) 30 (such as a microprocessor or microcontroller). To 
provide the gaming functions, the CPU 30 executes a game 
program that alloWs for the randomly selected outcome. The 
CPU 30 is also coupled to or includes a local memory 32. The 
local memory 32 may comprise a volatile memory 33 (e.g., a 
random-access memory (RAM)) and a non-volatile memory 
34 (e.g., an EEPROM). It should be appreciated that the CPU 
30 may include one or more microprocessors. Similarly, the 
local memory 32 may include multiple RAM and multiple 
program memories. 

[0033] Communications betWeen the peripheral compo 
nents of the gaming terminal 10 and the CPU 30 occur 
through input/output (I/O) circuits 35a. As such, the CPU 30 
also controls and receives inputs from the peripheral compo 
nents of the gaming terminal 10. Further, the CPU 30 com 
municates With external systems via the I/O circuits 35b. 
Although the I/O circuits 35 may be shoWn as a single block, 
it should be appreciated that the I/O circuits 35 may include a 
number of different types of I/O circuits. 

[0034] The gaming terminal 10 is typically operated as part 
of a game control netWork 50 having control circuitry and 
memory devices. The game control netWork 50 may option 
ally include a system memory 52 for alternative storage of 
data. The game netWork 50 can include instructions for play 
ing games, such as progressive jackpots that are contributed 
to by all or some of the gaming terminals 10 in the netWork 50. 
The gaming terminal 10 often has multiple serial ports, each 
port dedicated to providing data to a speci?c host computer 
system that performs a speci?c function (e.g., account sys 
tem, player-tracking system, progressive game control sys 
tem, etc . . . ). To set up a typical serial communication 

hardWare link to the host system, the typical RS-232 point 
to-point communication protocol that is often present in the 
gaming terminal 10 is converted to an RS-485 (or RS-485 
type) master-slave protocol so as to take advantage of some of 
the advantages of the RS-485 capability (e.g., multi-drop 
capability that alloWs many gaming terminals 10 to commu 
nicate With the game control netWork 50). To perform this 
function, a custom interface board may be used by the gaming 
terminal 10 for each communication port in the gaming ter 
minal 10. It should be noted that the gaming terminal 10 can 
initially be designed to be con?gured for a typical RS-485 
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protocol, instead of the typical RS-232 protocol. Further, the 
gaming terminal 10 may simply be designed for an Ethernet 
connection to the game control netWork 50. 

[0035] In other embodiments, the information reader 24 
may include a card reader, and the unique identi?er provided 
at the gaming terminal 10 may be stored on a personal iden 
ti?cation card, such as one described above. Or, the gaming 
terminal 10 includes a radio frequency identi?cation device 
(RFID) transceiver or receiver so that an RFID transponder 
held by the player can be used to provide the unique identi?er 
of the player at the gaming terminal 10 Without the need to 
insert a card into the gaming terminal 10. RFID components 
can be those available from Paci?c NorthWest National Labo 
ratory (under the United States Department of Energy) of 
Richland, Wash. 

[0036] In other embodiments, the information reader 24 
may include a biometric reader, such as a ?nger, hand, or 
retina scanner, and the unique identi?er may be the scanned 
biometric information. Additional information regarding bio 
metric scanning, such as ?ngerprint scanning or hand geom 
etry scanning, is available from International Biometric 
Group LLC of NeW York, NY. Other biometric identi?cation 
techniques can be used as Well for providing a unique iden 
ti?er of the player. For example, a microphone can be used in 
a biometric identi?cation device on the gaming terminal so 
that the player can be recogniZed using a voice recognition 
system. 

[0037] In summary, there are many techniques in Which to 
provide a unique identi?er for the player so that the assets 
accumulated by the player during one Wagering session can 
be stored in either the system or local memory 52, 32, thereby 
alloWing the player to subsequently access those assets at the 
same gaming terminal 10 or a different gaming terminal 
Within the netWork 50. As described beloW With reference to 
FIGS. 3A to 10, various assets related to the Wagering game 
features and formats can be stored after one gaming session 
and used in a subsequent gaming session(s) to enhance the 
gaming experience for the player. 

[0038] Turning noW to FIG. 3, the main display 26 of one 
embodiment of the present invention is shoWn in more detail. 
In this embodiment, the basic game is a slot machine game, 
With symbols on ?ve different reels 36, 38, 40, 42, 44. The 
reels 36-44 may be either traditional mechanical reels or they 
may be computer-generated images of reels, With each reel 
composed of a plurality of symbols. The payline indicators 46 
indicate a randomly selected outcome for each payline, Which 
is the combination of symbols on the reels 36-44. Thereafter, 
an outcome indicator 48 indicates Whether the outcome has 
resulted in a payout, a progressive jackpot, a bonus game, or 
Whether it resulted in nothing. While multiple paylines are 
shoWn,. a gaming terminal 10 With a single payline Will also 
Work With the present invention. 

[0039] In the present example, the Wagering game shoWn is 
Cool Cat Cash, Where the symbols include a cell phone, a 
champagne bottle, a safe, a picture of a female cat, and a hat. 
Various combinations of the symbols can result in priZes, 
including monetary and non-monetary priZes. The non-mon 
etary prizes include free spins, multipliers, entry into a bonus 
game, entry into a progressive game, etc. 

[0040] In this particular embodiment, as shoWn in FIG. 3, a 
particular combination of symbols generates entry into a 
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card-based bonus game. The game enters the bonus stage 
When three of a particular symbol appear on the main display 
26. In this embodiment, the particular symbol is a safe 51. In 
other embodiments, other symbols and/or symbol combina 
tions may trigger the bonus game. 

[0041] Turning noW to FIG. 4, a display of the bonus game 
is shoWn that is triggered by the symbol combination in the 
basic game, as shoWn in FIG. 3. In this embodiment, the 
bonus game includes a number of safes 53 shoWn in a closed 
position. Each safe contains a bonus aWard associated With a 
particular type. In this embodiment, there are ?ve different 
types of bonus aWards: a money symbol Worth 250 credits, a 
gold bar Worth 125 credits, a ring Worth 75 credits, a bag of 
money Worth 50 credits and a champagne bottle Worth 25 
credits. In addition, one of each type of pick is an “AWARD 
ALL” of type pick, Which grants the player the aWard for all 
of that type of priZe located on the grid. After the player 
selects one of the safes 53, either by pressing the safe 53 on 
the touch screen 21 (FIGS. 1 and 2) or by giving the coordi 
nates of the safe 53, the selected safe 54 is revealed to the 
player (FIG. 5). In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 5, the 
player selected a safe that is of the bag type Worth 50 credits 
and an “AWARD ALL” of the “gold bar” type. 

[0042] As shoWn in FIGS. 5 and 6, once the player selects 
a safe containing an “AWARD ALL” symbol relating to one 
type of bonus symbol, all of the other safes containing that 
bonus symbol are highlighted (FIG. 5) and opened (FIG. 6). 
In this embodiment, tWo other safes containing the gold bar 
symbol Were opened, aWarding the player an additional 250 
credits. 

[0043] In this embodiment, the player is alloWed to make 
?ve selections. Because the player has only made tWo selec 
tions, the player is given three more selections. In other 
Words, the safes opened by achieving the “AWARD ALL” 
safe do not count as a selection made by the player. 

[0044] The above screens Were related to a particular 
embodiment, Where the bonus game relates to a safes. In other 
embodiments, the bonus game could be other indicia, such as 
reel symbols from a standard slot machine or a deck of cards, 
or other types of symbols, so long as there are a plurality of 
different types of symbols. 

[0045] In some embodiments, there may also be included a 
safe that includes an “AWARD ALL OF ALL TYPES” sym 
bol that automatically opens all of the safes. 

[0046] Turning noW to FIG. 7, the operation detailing the 
method of playing the game according to the illustrated 
embodiment of the invention Will be described. In step s100, 
a player at the gaming terminal 10 begins a gaming session by 
any conventional method (e.g., inserting coins or using cred 
its). The gaming terminal 10 has a basic Wagering game that 
involves a player making various inputs, including, for 
example, choosing a number of paylines to play (step s102). 
In some embodiments, there are a maximum of nine paylines, 
as shoWn in the gaming terminal 10 of FIG. 1. In other 
embodiments, there may only be a single payline. In those 
embodiments, this step Would be skipped. After choosing 
hoW many paylines to play, the player selects hoW many 
credits (e.g., 1-5) to Wager on each payline (step s104). 

[0047] Regarding eligibility for the bonus game, in some 
embodiments, the player is only eligible for the bonus game if 
the player chooses to play all of the paylines and/ or the player 
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Wagers the maximum amount on each of the paylines played. 
In other embodiments, the player is automatically eligible for 
the bonus game, and is not required to make a minimum 
Wager or to play a minimum number of lines. In some other 
embodiments, there is a “side-Wager” option that alloWs the 
player to be eligible for the bonus game. The “side-Wager” 
option is described in Us. patent application Ser. No. 10/659, 
878, ?led on Sep. 11, 2003, entitled “Gaming Machine With 
Multi-Level Progressive Jackpot,” Which is commonly 
oWned and herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

[0048] At step s106, the player begins the basic Wagering 
game, thereby causing the reels to spin and display a symbol 
combination that corresponds to the randomly selected out 
come from the CPU 30 (FIG. 2). At step s108, it is determined 
if the randomly selected outcome (i.e., arrangement of sym 
bols) is one of the Winning outcomes according to a basic 
game pay table (not shoWn). If the ansWer is “yes,” then the 
gaming system progresses to step s110, and aWards the player 
With the associated payout amount. 

[0049] If the ansWer at step s108 is “no,” or, after the payout 
has been aWarded at step s110, then the gaming terminal 10 
determines Whether the randomly selected outcome matches 
one of the outcomes associated With entering a bonus game 
(e.g. having three safe symbols scattered on the main display 
26 as discussed above) (step s112). If the ansWer is “no”, the 
game returns to step s100 and the game begins again. 

[0050] If the randomly selected outcome is a start-bonus 
outcome that causes entry to the bonus game, then gaming 
terminal 10 advances to step s114, and the bonus game screen 
is displayed. As stated above in reference to FIGS. 4-6, the 
bonus game is set up as an array of safes 54. The playeris then 
directed to select a safe (step s116), Which is then opened (the 
opened safes 56 of FIGS. 5 and 6). 

[0051] The gaming terminal 10 then determines at step 
s118 Whether the safe contains an “AWARD-ALL” of type 
symbol. If the ansWer is “yes,” then all of the safes containing 
that type of symbol are opened (step s120). The game then 
continues to step s122 and determines Whether the player has 
selected ?ve safes. If the ansWer is “no,” the game returns to 
step s116, and the player is directed to choose another safe. If 
the ansWer is “yes,” the game then adds up the total aWards 
contained in all of the safes opened, aWards that amount to the 
player, and then returns to step s100. 

[0052] If the ansWer at step s118 is “no,” then the game 
continues onto step s122, and proceeds as described as above. 

[0053] In the embodiment described, the player is aWarded 
?ve selections. HoWever, it should be understood that the 
number of selections may not be ?ve, but can be any prede 
termined number. In other embodiments, the player continues 
to pick until an “END OF GAME” symbol such as a joker or 
a “pooper” is chosen, Which ends the bonus game. In those 
embodiments, at step s122, the game determines Whether the 
chosen safe contains a game ending symbol (instead of deter 
mining Whether the player has chosen ?ve safes). 

[0054] In some embodiments, the aWards given by the 
bonus game may not be credits, or monetary in nature. The 
aWards may be non-monetary aWards, such as free spins, 
multipliers, Wild cards, etc. In some embodiments, the differ 
ent types can include both monetary and non-monetary 
aWards (e.g., the champagne bottle may be Worth ?ve free 
spins and the gold bar may be Worth 125 credits). 
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[0055] Although the above embodiments have been 
described relative to a bonus game, it should be understood 
that the invention could be used in the basic game of the 
gaming terminal 10. In such an embodiment, the safes are 
selected as a part of the basic game. 

[0056] While the invention is susceptible to various modi 
?cations and alternative forms, speci?c embodiments thereof 
have been shoWn by Way of example in the drawings and 
herein described in detail. It should be understood, hoWever, 
that it is not intended to limit the invention to the particular 
forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention is to cover 
all modi?cations, equivalents, and alternatives falling Within 
the spirit and scope of the invention as de?ned by the 
appended claims. 

1-32. (canceled) 
33. A machine-readable medium including instructions 

executable by a machine, the instructions comprising: 

instructions to display a plurality of player-selectable game 
elements, the plurality of player-selectable game ele 
ments being divided into a plurality of types; 

instructions to select, via player inputs, at least one of the 
plurality of player-selectable game elements; 

instructions to reveal a predetermined aWard amount of the 
selected player-selectable game element; 

instructions to reveal all of the player-selectable elements 
associated With one of a particular type of the plurality of 
types, in response to the selected player-selectable game 
element being an aWard-all-of-type element associated 
With the one particular type; and 

instructions to aWard a Wagering game payoff based on the 
selection. 

34. The computer readable medium of claim 33, Wherein 
the selectable game elements include cards from a deck of 
playing cards. 

35. The computer readable medium of claim 33, Wherein 
the selectable game elements include reel symbols. 

36. The computer readable medium of claim 33, further 
comprising instructions to receive player-identi?cation infor 
mation, and Wherein the instructions to aWard a Wagering 
game payoff include crediting an amount to a player account 
indicated in the player-identi?cation information. 

37. The computer readable medium of claim 33, Wherein 
the Wagering game includes a basic game, and the plurality of 
player-selectable game elements are displayed during the 
basic game. 

38. The computer readable medium of claim 33, Wherein 
the Wagering game includes a basic game and a bonus game, 
the basic game having a plurality of outcomes including a 
start-bonus game outcome, and the plurality ofplayer-select 
able game elements are displayed during the bonus game, in 
response to achieving the start-bonus game outcome in the 
basic game. 

39. The computer readable medium of claim 33, Wherein 
the plurality of player-selectable elements contain one aWard 
all-of-type element associated With one particular type for 
each of the plurality of types. 

40. The computer readable medium of claim 33, further 
comprising instructions to reveal all of the player-selectable 
game elements in response to an aWard-all-of-all-types ele 
ment being selected. 
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41. The computer readable medium of claim 33, further 
comprising instructions to reveal the selected game element 
until an at least one end-Wagering game outcome is achieved 
or until a predetermined number of selections is made. 

42. A gaming system comprising: 

a display; 

a controller coupled to the gaming terminal and the display, 
the controller operative to 

(i) cause the display to display a plurality of player 
selectable game elements as part of a Wagering game, 
the plurality of player-selectable game elements ini 
tially hiding a plurality of indicia, and 

(ii) cause the display to reveal the indicia of selected 
game elements and all of the game-selectable ele 
ments of a particular indicia in response to a selection 
of an aWard-all-of-like-indicia. 

43. The gaming system of claim 42, further comprising a 
gaming terminal coupled to the controller and the display. 

44. The gaming system of claim 43, Wherein the controller 
is located Within the gaming terminal. 

45. The gaming system of claim 43, Wherein the controller 
is located remotely from the gaming terminal. 

46. A method of playing a Wagering game, comprising: 

displaying a plurality of player-selectable game elements, 
the plurality of player-selectable game elements being 
divided into a plurality of types; 

selecting, via player inputs, at least one of the plurality of 
player-selectable game elements; 

revealing a predetermined aWard amount of the selected 
player-selectable game element; 

revealing all of the player-selectable elements associated 
With one of a particular type of the plurality of types, in 
response to the selected player-selectable game element 
being an aWard-all-of-type element associated With the 
one particular type; and 

aWarding a Wagering game payoff based on the selection. 
47. The method of claim 46, Wherein the selectable game 

elements comprise reel symbols. 
48. The method of claim 46, further including receiving 

player-identi?cation information, the aWarding step compris 
ing crediting an amount to a player account indicated in the 
player-identi?cation information. 

49. The method of claim 46, Wherein the Wagering game 
includes a basic game, and the plurality of player-selectable 
game elements are displayed during the basic game. 

50. The method of claim 46, Wherein the Wagering game 
includes a basic game and a bonus game, the basic game 
having a plurality of outcomes including a start-bonus game 
outcome, and the plurality of player-selectable game ele 
ments are displayed during the bonus game, in response to 
achieving the start-bonus game outcome in the basic game. 

51. The method of claim 46, Wherein the plurality of 
player-selectable elements contain one aWard-all-of-type ele 
ment associated With one particular type for each of the plu 
rality of types. 

52. The method of claim 46, further comprising revealing 
all of the player-selectable game elements in response to an 
aWard-all-of-all-types element being selected. 


